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Project #4 IMAGE A DAY_____________________________________________ 
 
PROJECT DESCRIPTION: 
Create a series of seven original compositions. The content of the work, 
the size, and medium of output are left up to you. Be experimental with 
your image capture approach, as well as your final display format. 
 
Keep an open mind about the variety of image-capture/image-creation 
devices available to you and experiment to find the tool that best suits 
your needs. For this project, you determine how we view your work. 
Consider: projection of image/video, share a file through the server, 
embed into a webpage, make a magazine with classroom laser printer, 
print images as 4×6 glossies at drugstore photo centers, etc. Because the 
medium is unrestricted (digital inclusion), the mode of exhibition/delivery is 
also unrestricted. 
 
Objective: to familiarize students with the practice of creating artwork in 

a series. 
to pursue a concept across multiple images. 

  to research and implement a unique image delivery system. 
to reinforce formal notions in regards to composition. 
to reinforce technical skills. 
to reinforce conceptual skills.  

 
Output: 10 compositions (static or kinetic), organized and delivered to 

class in a well thought out manner. 
 
 A written statement is to accompany the artwork series, 

providing insight into the creative process. Write about your 
idea, what you did to pursue this idea, and an 
acknowledgement of the results. 

 
 
RELATED ART THEMES & STRATEGIES: 
•Artist Series 
•Narrative 
•Mode of exhibition 
 
 
 
 



SUPPLIES: 
-External Hard Drive 
-Software 
-Internet 
 
 
RELATED ARTISTS & DESIGNERS: 
Evan  Roth,  Rune  Madsen,  Sol  Lewitt,  Ed  Ruscha,  Russ  Nordman,  Aydin  Büyüktas,   Daniel  Kukla  
 
GRADING OBJECTIVES & PROJECT REQUIREMENTS: 

1. Theme: Engagement with the theme of Collections & Archives through 
the creation of a series of artworks. 

2. Materials & Technique: Acquisition of a personal workflow that employs 
‘digital’ at some point. Final output must be well thought out and 
prepared accordingly for critique. 

3. Composition & Layout: Final outcome should take into account the 
elements and principles of design. Consideration should include mode of 
presentation and user experience. 

4. Research: A theme should be selected that unites all efforts. A written 
statement will accompany the project 

5. Skill/Execution: Degree to which all works are finished. Careful 
consideration of all decisions in the making process. Digital craft includes 
resolution, fidelity of selections, color management, mode of presentation. 
 

PROCESS: 
 

1. Choose a personal theme to explore over the course of this project. This 
should be thoughtful and fruitful as it is the driving force behind all your 
decision making.  

2. Create 10 artworks in any medium of your choosing, so long as the ‘digital’ 
is present.  

3. Design and implement a successful mode of delivery for the final series. 
4. Write a statement to accompany the series, specifically addressing you 

selected theme, and your decisions in the making process. 
 
 
DUE: Wednesday 4/24 


